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Once there was a king of the clouds named Meghiraja. He was fat and fun-loving. 
Whenever it caught his fancy, he would squeeze the passing clouds with his palm and rain would 
come pouring down. 

Beyond the other side of the deep forest lay the kingdom of Gilliraja. 

Meghiraja enjoyed teasing Gilliraja. 

One day he playfully cut off Gilliraja’s beard and floated away in the sky. 

Another day he chopped off the braids of Gilliraja’s daughter. 

These mischievious deeds of Meghiraja annoyed Gilliraja very much. 

He ordered his forces to capture Meghiraja. The obedient forces 
overpowered Meghiraja at once and brought him before Gilliraja. 

In the fit of rage Gilliraja sent Meghiraja to Mangal, the trader, thinking 
that Mangal would bring him to book. 
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When this news of Meghiraja’s deeds reached Gilliraja’s ears, he was enraged and ordered his 

forces to take Meghiraja to Ram-Lakshman, the wrestlers. 

The obedient wrestlers gave Meghiraja a sound beating and put him into the horns of a 

Barasingha. 

Meghiraja lay there in captivity for days and no one came to know about it. 

The absence of Meghiraja led to drought in Gilliraja’s kingdom. For a long time there was no 

rain. The rivers dried up and there was panic everywhere. The shadow of famine hovered over 

the land. People began to die. 

Seeing the miserable condition of the land and the people, Gilliraja got worried. From where 

shall we get the rain? he wondered. What could he do to avert disaster? 

The defeated Gilliraja finally went to the Barasingha in whose horns Meghiraja was held captive. 

Gilliraja shook the horns and said - 

“Meghiraja are you sleeping or awake?” “I am neither sleeping nor awake,” replied Meghiraja. 

“Will you come out of the horns?” 

“No not at all.” 

“Why?” 

“My wish.” 

“Are you displeased?” 

“Yes.” 

“What do you want?” 

“Everyone’s happiness.” 

“That you alone can bring." 

Hearing this Meghiraja roared with laughter and came out of the horns. Instantly, there was 

thunder and lightening and rains came pouring down bringing back a smile on every one’s face. 

Gilliraja was overjoyed and said, “Man can be happy only if he lives in harmony with nature.” 
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